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A curefir1 look at the sen~rih'eslaw issues fa be curlsidemi irl a brisiness

c.om.hinationor ucqllisition transnction.

C

ounseling a party involved in the sale of a amended' and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amendbusiness requires familiarity with a number ed.2 There had been considerable debate of this issue over the
of disciplines, including, among others, tax, years and, for some time, a split among the federal circuits on
state corporation and employment law. In how to resolve the issue. The United States Supreme Court
addition, the sale of a business frequently silenced the debate in 1985 when it held that the sale of stock
requires an analysis of federal and state secu- of a corporation is a securities transaction subject to the antirities law, even in transactions in which the acquiring and the fraud provisions of the federal securities laws.'
As lawyers involved in the sale of a privately held busiacquired company are privately held. In transactions in which
a publicly traded company uses its stock to acquire a private ness structured as a stock deal, it is important to understand
company, counsel to the company being acquired must be that although the sale of stock to, for example, one or a limfamiliar with the securities law implications of the transaction ited number of purchasers does not appear to have the same
in order to provide effective advice to the client. This article characteristics as a public offering of securities, the federal
focuses on some of the securities taw issues which must be securities laws will apply to the sale, We cannot rely upon
considered in representing parties to a business combination the so-called sale of business doctrine, which had been
or acquisition transaction.
embraced in certain jurisdictions for some time, suggesting
that a business rather than a security was being sold, renDoes the Transaction Involve the Sale of a Security?
dering the federal securities laws inapplicable. The sale of
fnasmuch as t h e focus of this article i s o n the purchase and business doctrine will not apply where the sale of 311 or a
sale of a privately owned corporate business, we would be part of a business i s effectuated through the sale of stock.
remiss if we did not address the issue of whether stock trans- Accordingly, it is of critical importance to provide the purferred to effectuate the sale of all or part of a business i s a secu- chaser of stock with material information relative to the
rity within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933, as business being acquired, and to be sure that information is

not omitted and that the information er to a seller in connection with the
provided is accurate and complete in private acquisition of a business genall respects. Anything less leaves the erally are for a longer term, further
seller vulnerable to a claim under the analysis is warranted to determine if
anti-fraud provisions of the federal the purchaser is issuing a security covered by the federal securities laws.
securities laws.'
It i s interesting to note that while Regrettably, that analysis is somewhat
the law is clear regarding the applica- comp1ex.The factors to be considered
tion of the federal securities Iaws to a in determining whether or not a
private sale of an ownership interest in promissory note or other debt instruan operating business where the trans- ment is a security are set forth in Reves
action is structured as a sale of stock, v. Emst & Young.'
The United States Supreme Court
there is no legal authority suggesting
that t h e federal securities laws should determined in Reves that there is a rebutapply t o a business sale structured as an table presumption that a note with a
asset transaction where the considera- maturity in excess of nlne months is a
tion paid for the assets is cash rather security unless it fits within a list of the
than stock or some other security. As a types of promissory notes that are not
xesuft, it is not uncommon for the pur- viewed as involving a security. In addichaser of assets to include in its agree- tion, it embraced the so called family
ment a provision common1y known as resemblance test, setting forth the types of
a lob-5 representation, where the seller notes that would not be considered securepresents, among other things, that all rities, and then announcing factors to
information relating to the business consider in determining whether a note
disclosed to the purchaser is accurate had a family resemblance to and fit withand complete, and that no information in the type of note included on the list.
bas been omitted which would render
The first factor considered is the
motivation
of the parties to the transthe information furnished false or misleading. With such a provision, liability action. The second factor is the plan of
normally associated with the antfLfraud distribution for the notes. The third
provisions of the federal securities laws factor is the reasonable expectation of
is imposed by contract upon the ~ e l l e r . ~the investing public, and the fourth
From the purchaser's perspective, factor is whether there is another reguin a transaction structured as either a latory scheme to protect the noteholdstock or an asset purchase, there may er which makes the protection
be a promissory note issued by t h e provided by the federal securities Iaws
purchaser to the seller. The question unnecessary. Space limitations do not
which arises under these circum- permit a further analysis of the Reves
stances is whether the federal securi- tests; however, suffice it to say that a
ties laws apply t o the issuance of the note secured by a lien on a small businote, partict~larlyas it relates to the ness or some of its assets is identified
anti-fraud rules. I f t h e term of the by the court as the type of note not
note is for nine months or less, the covered by the federal securities laws,
Another fact pattern frequently
statutes themselves are clear jn stating
that a n y such note constitutes a secu- encountered involves a transaction in
rity exempt under the federal securi- which the former shareholder of the
ties laws."Nonetheless, inasmuch as acquired corporation agrees to accept a
debt instruments issued by a purchas- contingent right to receive stock in an

acquiring corporation in consideration
for the transfer of the stock o r assets of
the acquired corporation. Courts have
held that the contingent contractual
right is within the coverage of t h e federal securities laws, and that t h e recipient
of the contingent contractual right has
standing to bring a securities fraud claim
against the acquiring corporation under
Section lo@)of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and Rule lob-5 promulgated
thereunder.%erefore, as parties utiliize
contingent earn-out arrangements t o
bridge gaps in negotiating positions, it is
important to understand that the federal
securities laws may apply to the deal
structure, even though stock is n o t
issued upon the close of the transaction
but is issued thereafter upon the achievement of a prescribed objective.
Federal m d State Registration

Requirements
In recent years, many public companies have adopted growth strategies
focused on expansion through acquisitions, including the acquisition of privately owned businesses. Securities of
the acquiring company often are a principal or the sole component of the consideration paid to the target company
shareholders. The use of securities as
acquisition consideration requires consideration of a number of factors by
both the acquiring company and the
company to be acquired.
Rule 145 has been adopted by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC)so the protections provided by the
registration provisions of the securities
act are available to persons who are
offered securities in business cornbjnations. As noted in the preliminary note to
Rule 145, the thmst of the rule is that an
offer or sale occurs when there is subrnitted to security holders a plan or agreement pursuant to which the holders are
required to elect, on the basis of what i s in

substance a new investment decision,
whether to accept a new or different security in exchange for their existing security. As a result, if securities of an acquiring
company are to be issued to a company
being acquired or its shareholders, federal
securities laws must be examined to determine whether an exemption from the
registration requiremenrs of the securities
act is available. Because each state has its
own securities laws, the blue sky lmvs of
each state in which the securities are
being offered or issued must also be
reviewed to determine whether state registration is required.
The federal exemptions most often
relied upon are those provided by Section
4t2) of the securities act and Regulation
D. Section 4(2) applies to transactions
"not involving a public offering," and
Regulation D provides a series of exemptions having specific guidelines which
can be relied upon to ensure a transaction qualifies as a transaction not involving a public off;dng. Although the SEC
has provided some guidance regarding
the faaors which should be considered
to determine wheiher an offering qualifies for a Section 4(2) exemption, no specific guidelines have been established.
Due to the potential uncertainty in refying upon Sxtion 4(2), most practitioners
will attempt to structure a transaction so
it qualifies under one of the exemptions
provided under Rule 505 or Rule 506 of
Regulation D?
A full discussion of Section 4(2), Rule
505 and the Rule 506 exemptions is
beyond the scope of this article; however,
the availability of these exemptions
depends upon, among other things, the
aggregate value of the securities offered
and the number and sophistication of the
target company shareholders. If any of
the shareholders do not qualify as accredited investors, as defined in Rule 501 of
Regulation D, a detailed disctosure document must be prepared and distributed.

In addition, Regulation D requires Form
D to be filed with the SEC in connemon
with a Rule 505 or 506 transaction,
The steps which must be taken to
comply with state blue sky requirements
vary from state to state. The National
Securities Markets Improvements Act of
1996 (NSMIA)aO
preempts state blue sky
laws in transactions involving covered
securities. Covered securities include,
among others, securities listed on the
New York Stock Exchange, American
Stock Exchange or Nasdaq Stock ~ a r k e t ,
and securities issued in Rule 506 Bansactions or to a qualified purchaser, as
defined by the SEC." Despite this preemption, most states, as permitted by
NSMfA, impose notice and fee requirements on private offerings of covered
secl~rities.As a result, the applicable
blue sky Iaws must be reviewed, even if
an acquisition transaction involues,the
issuance of a covered security.

Reselling Securities: The
Significance of Registered or
Restricted Securities
If an exemption from the registration
requirements cannot be identified, the
acquiring company will be required to
register the secuxities issued in the acquisition transaction under the securities
act. Generally, this is accomplished
through the Filing of an S-4 registration
statement with the SEC,pursuant to Rule
145 of the securities act. Whether the
securities being issued in the transaction
are registered significantly affects the
abiliv of the acquired company's shareholders to dispose of the securities they
acquire following the transaction. If the
securities are not registered, shareholders
of the acquired company will hold
restricred securities, and thus may resell
the shares they receive in the public markets only in accordance with procedures
set forth in Rule 144 promulgated under
the securities act.

the shares must be held for one year
before the sale;
the number of shares which can be
sold during any 90-day period is
limited;
the shares must be sold in a brokers'
transactions or in transactions
directly with a market maker;
the issuer of the securities must
have current public information on
file with the SEC; and
the shareholder must file a notice
with the SEC.
After the shares have been held for two
years, a shareholder who is not an affiliateazof the acquiring company can sell
them freely without compliance with
Rule 144.13Unregistered shares issued to a
shareholder who is an affiliate of the
acquiring company after the transaction
must always be sold publidy in accordance with the requirements of Rule 144,
unless registered under the securities act.'*
If the shares issued in an acquisition
transaction are registered, a person who
is not an affiliate of either the acquiring
or acquired company can sell the shares
publicly without restricti~n.'~During
the oneyear period following t h e closing of an acquisition transaction, a person who was an affiliate of the acquired
company must comply with the resale
provisions of Rule 144 in selling shares
registered in connection with the transaction, except that the one-year holding
period requirement does not apply.14
After the one-year period following the
transaction, a person who was an affiliate of the acquired company can resell
the shares freely, provided the issuer
has current public information on file
with the SEC. After two years, the current public information requirement
does not apply."
A person who is an affiliate of the
acquired company and who becomes an
affiliate of the acquiring corporation

the New York Stock Exchange, American
Stock Exchange and Nasdaq Stock Market require listed companies to obtain
shareholder approval of transactions
involving a n increase or potential
increase in outstanding common shares
of 20 percent or more.2'
Companies whose securities are registered under Section 12 of the exchange
act are subject to the proxymles set forth
in Regulation 14A of the act. In order to
obtain the votes required to approve an
acquisition Bansaction, these companies
generally solicit proxies from their shareholders. The proxy rules require the
preparation of a proxy statement which
must contain a description of the prc+
posed transaction and other detailed
information required by Schedule 14A if
proxies are to be ~ o l i c i t e dhellminary
.~
copies of the proxy materials must be
filed with the SEC at least 10 days prior to
the date the proxy materials are first sent
or given to ~hareholders.~
The final
proxy materials must be filed no later
than the date they are first sent or given
to security holder^.^ In situations where
securities of the acquiring company are
being registered under Form S-4, the 5-4
Proxy Rules
Business combinations and acquisi- prospectus is used to provide the
tion transactions generally require required disclosure to shareholders and
approval by the shareholders of the com- n o separate proxy materials need be
pany being acquired under state corpoCompanies that are not subject to
ration law. In New Jersey, the approval of
the shareholders of an acquiring or sur- the SEC's proxy rules should consider
viving corporation in an acquisition or supplying information similar to that
business combination is required if the required by the proxy rules to sharenumber of voting shares of the acquiring holders who are voting on the transacor surviving corporation outstanding tion. Because a vote on a business
immediately after the transaction, plus combination is, in substance, an investthe number of voting shales issuable on ment decision, federal and state securiconversion of other securities or upon ties laws which impose liability in
the exercise of rights ar warrants issued connection with the sale or purchase of
pursuant to the transaction, will exceed securities for misstatements of material
by more than 40 percent the totaf num- fact or omissions of statements necesber of voting shares of the corporation sary to make other statements not misoutstanding immediately before the leading apply. The furnishing of
transaction."' In addition, the rules of information which allows shareholders

must comply with all of the resale provisions of Rule 144 when reselling shares
registered under an 5-4, except that the
one-year holding period does not apply.'"
In situations where the securities
issued to the acquired company shareholders have not been registered under
the securities act, counsel should recommend that the company being acquired
negotiate registration rights which
require the acquiring company to file a
resale registration statement with the
SEC following the transaction. This way
the shareholders of the acquired cornpany can resell their shares without having t o wait for the expiration of the
one-year holding period set forth in
Rule 144. tn situations where an 5 4 I s
filed in connection with an acquisition
transaction, consideration should also
be given to requiring the acquiring company t o inclhde S-3 reoffering information i n the S-4 prospectus so persons
who become affiliates of the acquiring
company can use the S-4 prospectus for
resales, and thus avoid the restrictions
of Rule 144.19

to make an informed voting decision
can reduce the risk of liability being
imposed under the anti-fraud rules
described above.u
In negotiating an acquisition transaction, it is not unusual for the acquiring
company to seek commitments from
the principal or controlling shareholders of the company being acquired to
vote in favor of the proposed transaction when it is submitted to a vote of
shareholders. If the voting securities of
the target company are registered under
Section 12 of the exchange act, the
acquiring corporation must adhere to
the proxy rules because, under Rule 14a1, the term proxy indudes any proxy,
consent or authorization within the
meaning of Section 14(a) of the
exchange act. Rule 14a-2, however, provides that the proxy rules do not apply
to any solicitation made otherwise than
on behalf of the registrant if the total
number of persons solicited is not more
than 10. As a result, in soliciting voting
commitments, the acquiring company
should limit the number of parties from
whom it seeks voting commitments to
10 or less persons. 6a
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